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modern anatomy is inseparable from modern research. the interaction between the two has been a dominant theme of medical research, starting with the ancient research of auscultation that led to galen. this tradition continues with the fantastic research by spero and the nobel prize by celler. galen is still regarded as a major text on human anatomy, and it is
accessible online. his book de liberis mulierum et de partu virginum contains a prologue that records his life story. he was born in ce117 in athens into a wealthy family. he is known to have taken an athletic hobby at a very young age, and was trained as a physician as a member of a gymnasium in alexandria. at that time, the school of alexandria had a high
reputation. at athens he trained in medicine with one of the best physicians of his time, nicander of colophon, who lost his eyesight at that time as a punishment for criticizing the king, for which reason he was banished. while in alexandria he befriended older physicians, including herophilus, who taught him a lot about anatomy and was also banished. fellow
countrymen presented him with an opportunity to return to his home city as physician to the king. he accepted this offer and successively conducted medical experiments in diverse parts of the city. he applied what he had learned by extensive dissections of humans and other animals to explain clinical observations. his de facinora placed his research on the
basis of the theory of humors. he proposed that the master of the soul is the heart, the mistress of the soul is the brain, and the keeper of the soul is the diaphragm. these concepts were the basis for four triad structures that produce a natural harmony of the soul. for galens, a perfect harmony is obtained by avoiding extremes of heat and cold, stretching and

relaxing, and resting after lifting. he claimed that too little motion of the diaphragm leads to weakness in the heart, while an excessive movement leads to the opposite condition.
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kenotic heresy is a term used in some forms of christianity to refer to systems of belief within christianity that are considered heretical by the others. this article considers three major ascetic movements, the primitive eucharistic, the charismatic movement and the spirit-filled movement. we include some brief discussion of similar ascetic movements in
christianity, judaism, islam, and other faiths. over the period of the preceding 50 years or so, the christian church has moved away from rigid ritual form and toward a more flexible emphasis on theology and the sacraments. this has been accompanied by less emphasis on a deep understanding of the sacraments, both on the part of the laity and the clergy.

kenotic heresy is most commonly associated with the movement of charismatic theology. the eucharist is the most prominent feature of this movement. it is through this sacrament that the believer is believed to be united to the body of christ. this is most clearly evidenced by the eucharist after the consecration of the bread and wine. the church believes that
those receiving the eucharist in this manner are partaking of the body of christ and are united to him. it is this act of consumption that the kenotic heresy believes is the means by which christ is truly present in the communicant. this has led to a number of “attributes” of the traditional eucharist that are no longer traditionally held to be of the eucharist. these

are primarily extensions of christ’s “real presence” – a belief that the body and blood of christ are literally present in the elements of the eucharist. eucharistic worship is thus seen to exist in a direct correlation to the body and blood of christ. this worship is achieved through prayer, a deep understanding of the elements of the eucharist, and (in an attempt to be
an icon of christ himself) conforming to a specific way of living. this way of worship is seen as a direct reflection of the way christ lived. 5ec8ef588b
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